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Parshat Vayeitzei- Candle Lighting 4:55p.m. / Havdalah 5:57p.m.

Dvar Torah—Parshat Vayeitze

Dr. Josh Levisohn

Katalin Karako. Drew Weissman. Derrick Rossi.
These are not household names but they should be. Each one was critical in the
discovery of the technology that allowed for the creation of the mRNA-based vaccine
that has helped to protect many of us from COVID and its worst consequences.
The miraculous nature of the work on this technology has not been fully understood. Karako and Weissman,
the scientists who originally came up with the idea, did not fully grasp how it could be applied or what it could
do, though they saw the theoretical potential. They worked on a fanciful idea and even lost funding at one
point because it was not deemed promising...and here we are, many years later, indebted to them for saving
hundreds of thousands of lives.
It is easy for us to see the bad in what the last 18 months has wrought. It is harder to see the good.
Yaakov sees angels going up and down the ladder in his dream as he leaves Canaan to Haran. He is at a
crucial inflection point in his life: he is headed off on his own, no longer under the protection of his mother,
subject to the vagaries of the world, dependent on himself to make his way in this world...and dependent on
God. He recognizes this explicitly and promises Hashem a tenth of everything that he owns if God will look
out for him, protect him, feed him and clothe him.
In one sense, the angels going up and down the ladder are symbolic of this moment in Yaakov’s life. There is
an interplay between what people do and what God does, what is in earth’s purview and what is in heaven’s.
The lines between heaven and earth are actually not so clear.
Yaakov’s success is due to his very hard work, to his guile...and as he recognizes at the beginning of the
parashah, to God’s help.
Karako, Weissman, Rossi all used their incredible ingenuity and drive to come up with a technology and a
vaccine that saved so many people. Recognizing their role is crucial...as crucial as recognizing God’s help in
their miraculous discoveries.
I think about that today as we take one more step in overcoming the effects of COVID-19 with the first
vaccinations of children under 12 this week. I think about the little-known scientists who played such a crucial
role in figuring out every part of the process to make the vaccine a reality. I think about God’s performing this
miracle in front of our eyes. And I think about Yaakov’s ladder that connects Heaven and Earth.
Shabbat Shalom.
Important Dates:
Davening & Donuts : Sunday, November 14th at 9:00 a.m.
Farber PTO Tailgate: Sunday, November 14th—noon
Farber Day of Giving: Monday, November 15th—Tuesday, November 16th
Parent /Teacher Conferences: Wednesday, November 17 5:30—8:30pm
No School for ECC: Thursday, November 18
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ECC Highlights
Counting feathers on turkeys
and making feather and bead
necklaces in preparation for
Thanksgiving

Sara Rivka Friedman ES Highlights
Extra Extra read all about it in
The Canaan News
Reporting on aspects of the
Yosef story while creating front
page stories in Rabbi Strosberg’s
5th grade Chumash class

MS Highlights
Rabbi Nemes’ Halacha class learned about and then actually tied tzizit.

The Middle School cooking
elective with Morah Tikvah
made Coney Dog Stew and
Shirley Temples in honor of
“What we eat at Comerica
Park”
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HS Highlights
Bulletin Board Contest
During class meeting, each grade made
a bulletin board based on the question—
What Lights Us Up? Thank you to the
PTO for donating the new bulletin
boards and to the Grade Advisors!
Mazal Tov to the 9th grade on winning!

Remembering Kristallnacht in the MS and HS
The Middle Schoolers sought to answer “why was this day chosen for
commemoration?” After viewing a video, and through discussion with our
Rabbis, we realized that the tragedy of Kristallnacht was the realization that
good and educated people have the capacity of doing evil things. The High
School students watched a TED Talk by Edith Eva Eger and then discussed
the importance of why we remember Kristallnacht each year. Students were
left to think about “what can I do to remain clear about what is right and
wrong, while people around me might become confused.”

Our Core
Values
עבודת ה׳
Serving God
Faith. Prayer.
Compassion.
תורה וחכמה
Pursuit of
Knowledge
Life-long learning.
Academic
excellence. Critical
thinking.
כבוד הבריות
Respect for Others
Dignity. Respect.
Chessed
מדינת ישראל
Israel
Religious Zionism.
National homeland.
Modern Hebrew.
אחריות
Responsibility
Leadership.
Citizenship.
Engagement.

Veterans Day
With appreciation on Veterans Day to Mr.
McClure and all those soldiers who defend
the United States of America .

Community Milestones
Mazal Tov
Dorya (Jerusalem) and David Barth, Cheryl (Lowenberg) and Marc Jerusalem and Carol and Martin
Lowenberg on the birth of a daughter, granddaughter, and great-granddaughter

We wish comfort to

Marci and David Beneson, Avi and Steffi Beneson, Jeana (Beneson) and Gadi Rivkin, Vicki (Beneson)
and Shmuel Bass on the loss of beloved mother and grandmother Esther Zita Liwazer
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